Our Focus

Singapore: Delivering success and enhancing
liveability in a distinctive, smart global city

178km in 2013

Singapore is focused on developing world class infrastructure and hubs whilst creating
a vibrant and sustainable living environment. We are working with our clients to deliver
successful innovative solutions whilst creating value through a whole life approach.
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Key project activities
The Gardens by the Bay
This iconic project, incorporating a
conservatory complex, themed gardens
and unique Supertrees aims to improve
quality of life by enhancing greenery
and flora in the city. Providing quantity
surveying and cost management services
for all aspects of the project with a
focus on life cycle costing to ensure cost
efficiency. Regular cost in use studies
supported the delivery of sustainable
design features.

Singapore ranks

Changi Airport
Appointed to ensure the cost efficient
expansion of one of the largest
transportation hubs in Southeast Asia.
Bukit Timah Rail Corridor
A 24km “green corridor” providing a unique
public space whilst connecting homes, work
places and schools. Appointed to input
into a Concept Master Plan to enrich the
experience whilst improving accessibility and
connectivity.
Outram Medical Campus
Providing project management services and

#10 in the Arcadis Sustainable Cities Index 2015

assisting in the procurement of the full design
team, to develop the detailed masterplan
for the new Outram Medical Campus. The
development will incorporate a hospital,
community health facilities, and a specialist
treatment center to serve the community.
The Sail at Marina Bay
Responding to the housing needs of
Singapore with two 63 and 70 storey
residential towers including 1,111 units and
a retail podium. Delivering full quantity
surveying services to address cost drivers
and maximise value.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW

Supporting the delivery of a leading
aviation hub through our work with Changi
Airport on an extensive program to build a
new terminal and an airport city. Working
on several MODe (Mobility Oriented
Development) projects, such as Northpoint
Singapore, to enhance connectivity and
support a modal shift to public transport.
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Arcadis brings global water expertise to
Singapore to respond to the city’s key water
challenges. We are developing new water
services through strategic partnerships and
long term investment. This builds on our
existing partnerships, including those with
Changi Airport Group, the Ministry of Health
and Temasek through the Mandai Wildlife
Reserve project. We are partnering with
Government Agencies pushing the Smart
and Resilient Cities agenda and developing
strategies to realise these objectives through
creativity and innovation to improve the
quality of life.

Resilience

Working with leading developers and
agencies on the development of strategic
plans for a resilient and smart city.
Thought leadership and research on the
potential for underground cities and at
the forefront of sustainable construction
and management through Green Mark.
Working on water infrastructure projects
and power stations to meet the future
needs of Singapore.

Regeneration

Providing cost management and project
management services to rejuvenate old
buildings to be current and sustainable
whilst maximising value. Working with
fund managers, chiefly AEW, Alpha
Investment Partners and Macarthur Cook
on regeneration projects through Asset
Enhancement Initiatives (AEIs) to deliver
value to our clients.

www.arcadis.com

